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CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION AND FILING:
THE CLIENT, ACCOUNT, AND PROJECT

Obviously, our main purpose at King Enterprise is to service our
CUSTOMERS.  In doing this, it then becomes necessary to keep WRITTEN records
of the original work specifications, then the steps we performed while producing the
work, and of course pricing and invoicing records.

That means we have to do all this in WRITING, which goes on lots of sheets of
PAPER, which of course has to be kept somewhere, namely FILES.  As business
grows and we expand as a company, that begins to mean an awful lot of pieces of
paper kept in an awful lot of files and file cabinets, etc.

If we do NOT keep written records, we lose track of how we did the work, or
"who is who" are our customer's office, or what we charged them - kind of like losing
your own memory - so neglecting to keep records is NOT an option.

The real solution is to have an ORGANIZED and AGREED-UPON method of
identifying not only each CUSTOMER, but the various "SUBDIVISIONS" of the
customer's company and of the TYPES OF WORK we do for that customer.

This might seem simple at first - just plain "common sense" - right?  Let's take
an example.

Let's say that we have a fictitious customer called the Acme Machine
Company, or at least that is the company name, or CLIENT COMPANY.  Actually,
as it turns out recently (in our fictitious world), we now have two (2) SEPARATE
customers at Acme, whereas before we just had one.

Our first and original customer was the Sales Department, for whom we have
been doing a major sized Desktop Publishing and Mailing Service, a "brochure" that
is done ONCE A MONTH.
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All the artwork, address notes, etc., took up a LOT of paper records, so we had
been keeping all this in a series of files marked ACME MACHINE, and we
numbered each file folder #1, #2, and so on as we filled up more files.

After a while, the Sales Department at Acme bragged so much about the great
service that King Enterprise had been giving them, that the Accounting Department
contacted us and wanted us to do work for them, too!  As a result, we are now doing
the Accounting Department's Quarterly Financial Reports.

That's great, but now we have a problem - how are we going to keep our notes,
records, files and invoices SEPARATE for each of these two "accounts" within the
client company, "Acme Machine"?  If we keep it all together, it just gets confusing,
and besides, we have been instructed by Acme that the INVOICING to each of these
two departments (which could well have been called "divisions", "sections", or
whatever name companies use to describe the parts of their company), is to be done
SEPARATELY.

So we then decide, in our fictitious world, to identify EACH of these TWO
"ACCOUNTS" within Acme, the "CLIENT", as if they were TWO SEPARATE
ENTITIES, with each getting their own invoices and everything!

We then come up with the bright idea of calling the OLDER customer "ACME
MACHINE / SALES DEPT", and we go back and re-label all the old file folders we
had kept, from "ACME MACHINE" to "ACME MACHINE / SALES DEPT", and
from now on any material to be written or filed for that department is labeled using
that identifying notation, even INVOICES!

Meanwhile, the new "customer" is now IDENTIFIED at King Enterprise by
the label "ACME MACHINE / Accounting DEPT", and any material written or
filed for this new client account is labeled using that identifying notation, including
of course THEIR INVOICES.

It's as if they were really TWO SEPARATE CUSTOMERS.  Even the
person(s) we deal with, i.e.) our "CONTACT(S)", are different for each of the two
departments within the Acme Machine Company.  Might just as well be two
companies entirely for all we care!

So now we have our customer "identifying" and "filing" problems solved.  At
least until our business with Acme grows even MORE.

In our fictitious world of Acme being one of our best client companies, another
great thing happens.  The Acme Sales Department decides to have King Enterprise, in
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ADDITION to continuing to do the MONTHLY BROCHURE MAILING, do their
"WEEKLY SALES REPORTS".

But these have NOTHING AT ALL to do with the BROCHURE work for the
SAME "ACCOUNT" (department).

Again, this is great news, but now how to we IDENTIFY the "BROCHURE"
work from the "SALES REPORT" work, and as well NOT get ANY of it mixed up
with the Acme Accounting Department's work, since both these items pertain ONLY
to Acme's Sales Department, and NOT to the Accounting Department

Time for another "bright idea"!  This time we come up with a THIRD way to
IDENTIFY work for our customers, and we call it the "PROJECT".  This can be an
ongoing project, a periodic repeat job, or just a one-time set of work.

So now, in our fictitious world, for our fictitious customer, we now identify the
above as "ACME MACHINE / SALES DEPT / WEEKLY RPTS".

We then go back and re-label the existing folders for the MONTHLY
BROCHURE as "ACME MACHINE / SALES DEPT / BROCHURE", so we can
keep the SALES REPORT and BROCHURE work for the Sales Department
SEPARATE from each other.

Since the Accounting Department has no breakdown of their work, we keep
their folders and material the same as we had it before.

So now the problem IS solved, except for just one more point - the ORDER in
which the three specifications, CLIENT, ACCOUNT, PROJECT, are used.  So we
then agreed that ALL such CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATIONS will now be in the
following order, and in the following format:

CLIENT / ACCOUNT / PROJECT

We also agreed that if a CLIENT is a small organization, and therefore the
ACCOUNT did not apply to them, but in some cases the PROJECT identification did
apply, we would then SKIP THE ACCOUNT in the order, and just write:

CLIENT / PROJECT

And of course, customers from one company with various "account"
subdivisions, but NO PROJECTS worth "separating out", would be written as:

CLIENT / ACCOUNT
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Then there's the last case, which is SIMPLY A CLIENT COMPANY OR AN
INDIVIDUAL PERSON WHO IS THE ENTIRE "CUSTOMER", identified  as:

CLIENT
(A company name or an individual's name)

Although the Acme Machine Company was a fictitious client and situation, the
actual problem that KEOS faced was not, and neither is the SOLUTION.  This is now
the way ALL KEOS STAFF are to identify any "CUSTOMER".

This includes CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATIONS on:

! FILES of any kind, be they Technical, Finance, or whatever,

! CUSTOMER SPECIFICATION WRITE-UPS,

! TECHNICAL NOTES and LOGS,

! INVOICES,

or ANY WRITTEN ITEM that is generated, saved, or labeled by KEOS staff.

FILING CUSTOMER FOLDERS

It might seem obvious, but we are going to state this as well, since we have
already found some mistakes in our file drawers:

1. File by CLIENT name, then by ACCOUNT name, then by PROJECT;

2. A COMPANY'S CLIENT-NAME is filed from LEFT to RIGHT;

3. An INDIVIDUAL'S CLIENT-NAME is filed LAST NAME FIRST;

4. File letters ALPHABETICALLY from "A" to "Z";

5. File NUMBERS (DIGITS) in NUMERICAL order BEFORE letter "A";

Therefore, "Howard Townsend" the individual person is filed under "T", but
the "Howard Townsend Agency, Inc." is filed under "H".  Any questions - ASK!

KEOS Technical Writer, Approved by the Management of KEOS, Inc.


